Inspired by a gesture drawing, movement is embedded in the form and operation of this piece. Made of brass tubes, cloth cord, and LEDs, the lamp registers a different pattern of light every time a bar is shifted. Each new shape and shadow records an impression, just as the line drawing records the path of our hand. The language of repetition allows this lamp to be customized, adaptable to multiple surroundings.

**LINE LAMP**
Material: Brass tubes and LEDs, Cloth chord, Brass back bar.

Specifications: LED: warm white, 27k. 120v input 12v output. Dimmable driver. 5 Bar = 16 Watts. 9 Bar = 26 Watts. This lamp is not UL listed.

Dimensions: 5 bar: 4' wide x 6' tall x 4" deep. 9 bar: 6' x 5'-6" tall x 4" deep

Included: Lamp, Backbar, Dimmable driver. Installation coordination with contractor

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

LINE LAMP